
Example 5
Assessment task: Collaborative project

Chosen starting point: Gary Waters’ mask image

Assessment
Criterion A B C Total

Marks awarded 6 5 6 17

Marks available 8 8 8 24

Comments
Criterion Comments

A The collaborative 
creative process and 
performance

Ai: (3 marks) With reference to significant instances from the process, the student describes 
how they consider the piece was collaboratively created by the ensemble. The student 
describes the relevance of the frames in the process of creating the piece collaboratively. The 
work is accurate and focused.

Aii: (3 marks) With reference to audience feedback, the student appraises the 
effectiveness of the final piece as a whole, in relation to how they consider the 
ensemble’s intentions were achieved. The student uses relevant feedback from the 
audience, but this could be more thorough. There is an accurate and relevant appraisal of 
the whole piece and how the ensemble’s intentions of showing the different perspectives of 
how we identify on social media through satire was achieved.

B Individual contributions 
to the performance

Bi: (3 marks) The student describes how they used their performance skills (body and/or 
voice) to effectively contribute to one moment of tension, emotion, atmosphere and/
or meaning (“TEAM”) visible in the video recording. The student describes the choices they 
made in using their body and voice (gesture, movement and breathing) to create “TEAM”. 
They are relevant choices but lack detail as to exactly how “TEAM” is created.

Bii: (2 marks) The student outlines how their own specific individual artistic 
contribution(s) to the development and/or staging of the piece as creator, designer 
and/or director effectively contributed to the fulfillment of the ensemble’s intentions 
in one moment seen in the video recording. This section is less detailed than previous 
sections. There is a lack of detail in the choices made as creator and designer and how these 
are relevant to fulfilling the ensemble’s intentions.

The work attains a best fit of 5 marks for criterion B.
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Criterion Comments

C Effectiveness of 
individual contributions 
seen in the video 
recording

Ci: (3 marks) The student uses their performance skills (body and/or voice) to 
competently contribute to the specified moment of tension, emotion, atmosphere 
and/or meaning (“TEAM”) seen in the video recording. The student’s use of body and voice 
as described in section 2 can be seen in the performance. The work is effective and relevant. 
There is accuracy in the student’s work and overall it is considered good.

Cii: (3 marks) The student’s specified contributions to the artistic development and/
or staging of the piece competently contribute to fulfillment of the ensemble’s 
intentions within the context of the whole video recording. The student’s staging 
contributions using breath, the frames and the choices of costumes worked within the 
moment—they are relevant within the context of the whole piece.

General comments The student’s collaborative project demonstrates an effective account of the 
collaborative creative process, but consideration of the effectiveness of the whole 
performance is basic. The student demonstrates adequate contributions to the ensemble 
performance and their individual contributions are seen in the video recording. The 
student’s work effectively demonstrates developed research and inquiry, and developed 
use of subject-specific terminology. Creative work and processes demonstrate a developed 
understanding of artistic ideas and intentions. Practical/performance work demonstrates 
developed subject-specific skills, techniques, and competences. The student demonstrates 
effective developed critical reflection on the work. The work is good.
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